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We describe a new direct numerical method for simulating plan-
etesimal dynamics in which N∼ 106 or more bodies can be evolved
simultaneously in three spatial dimensions over hundreds of dy-
namical times. This represents several orders of magnitude im-
provement in resolution over previous studies. The advance is made
possible through modification of a stable and tested cosmological
code optimized for massively parallel computers. However, owing
to the excellent scalability and portability of the code, modest clus-
ters of workstations can treat problems with N∼ 105 particles in a
practical fashion.

The code features algorithms for detection and resolution of col-
lisions and takes into account the strong central force field and flat-
tened Keplerian disk geometry of planetesimal systems. We demon-
strate the range of problems that can be addressed by presenting
simulations that illustrate oligarchic growth of protoplanets, planet
formation in the presence of giant planet perturbations, the forma-
tion of the jovian moons, and orbital migration via planetesimal
scattering. We also describe methods under development for in-
creasing the timescale of the simulations by several orders of mag-
nitude. c© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: N-body simulation; planetesimals; planetary forma-
tion; planetary dynamics; resonances.

1. INTRODUCTION
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We begin with an overview of the current issues in pla
formation, emphasizing how direct simulations of planetesi
dynamics can help address these issues. This is followed
summary of previous work by other researchers, focusing o
rect simulation methods and their current limitations. Sectio
explains in detail our new approach to the challenge of di
simulation, while Section 3 presents several examples illus
ing the new technique. We conclude with a discussion of fu
improvements to the code and related applications in Secti

1.1. Outstanding Issues in Planet Formation

Studies of planet formation are faced with a variety of fun
mental questions:

What are the planet formation timescales?The timescales
are sensitive to the initial mass distribution and the natur
the growth processes (i.e., whether there was a period of
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lose their infrared excesses in∼1–10 Myr (Stromet al.1993),
setting a limit to the timescale for the planetesimals to beco
large enough to cease “grinding” collisions that return dust to
disk. Subsequent evolution from these protoplanets to plane
the inner Solar System may take significantly longer (∼108 yr;
Chambers and Wetherill 1996). The transition from rapid grow
to long-term interactions has been treated only qualitatively
far (Lissauer 1993). One of our major goals is to observe
transition directly with our simulation code.

What was the primordial surface density distribution?By
smearing out the known mass in the Solar System and allow
for depletion of volatiles, we can use the current state to gu
the initial surface mass density distribution6(a) in the inner
nebula. This is modeled as6(a)∝a−α, wherea is the distance
from the Sun,α is in the range of 1 to 2, and6(1 AU)∼ 10 g
cm−2 (Weidenschilling 1977, Hayashi 1981, Tremaine 19
Chambers and Wetherill 1998). However, this straightforw
approach leads to a significant dip in the vicinity of Mars and
as always—the asteroid belt calls out for a special explana
Ironically, if we attribute the absence of a terrestrial plane
the asteroid belt to gravitational perturbations by Jupiter, t
a proto-Jupiter must form very quickly (∼<105 yr) in order to
prevent runaway accretion in the asteroid belt. This may req
anexcessof mass compared to the “minimum mass” model in t
outer Solar System (Lissauer and Stewart 1993). The enha
disk mass may save conventional giant planet core accre
models that otherwise suffer from formation times in excess
the disk-clearing timescale (Boss 1997). Direct simulations
now close to the point where they can put tighter constra
on the initial mass distribution and the “belt mechanism”
treatingα and6 as free parameters and by exploring the fin
states of models with and without an early Jupiter.

What controls “runaway” growth? The search for runaway
growth has been a consistent focus of planetesimal w
(Section 1.2). While it is now generally accepted that a few b
ies do detach from the general planetesimal mass distribu
with accelerated growth rates after a certain amount of time
under certain conditions (e.g., the form of the mass and velo
distribution is important), some of the details remain uncerta
0019-1035/00 $35.00
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This is because direct simulations have to date been too co
to do more than scratch the surface of the problem. Our ultim
goal with the new code is to have sufficient dynamic range
time coverage to quantify directly the conditions under wh
runaway growth both begins and ceases to become effective
report here on our first steps toward that objective. We also w
to examine the extent to which these regimes overlap depen
on such factors as orbital distance and external perturbat
from other developing embryos or even giant planets.

Was there strong radial mixing?Wetherill’s (1990) simu-
lations suggest radial mixing during protoplanet accumulat
sufficient to blur chemical gradients—at odds with the dep
dence of asteroid spectral type on semimajor axis seen by G
et al.(1989). Direct simulations can provide a detailed picture
radial mixing by merely comparing initial and final orbital rad

What determines planetary spin?Six of our planets have
spin vectors aligned with the common orbital vector, while
remaining three (Venus, Uranus, and Pluto) are retrograde
rect simulations can track the spin vectors of planetesimals to
termine the trends in obliquity and distinguish between mod
where planets are gradually spun up versus those where a
sive late-stage impact dominates (Lissauer and Safronov 1
Dones and Tremaine 1993, Greenberget al.1996). This issue is
related to the likelihood of creating Earth’s Moon with a lar
impact (Cameron and Benz 1991, Idaet al. 1997). Note that
post-formation torquing by solar tides may also affect planet
obliquities (Quinnet al.1991).

Why is the asteroid belt so sparse?There is only 3× 1024 g
of material between 2.1 and 4 AU. The size distribution
collisionally evolved and the characteristic relative velocit
(∼5 km s−1) are larger than the escape velocity of even
largest asteroid, Ceres. The blame for thwarting accretion
carving “the gaps” is nearly always attached to Jupiter. The
requires the rapid formation of Jupiter (see above). The la
may face problems with the extent of mass depletion compa
to the narrow width of the resonances, unless Jupiter’s semim
axis migrated during its evolution so the narrow resonance zo
swept through the belt and ejected sufficient material (Lissa
and Stewart 1993). Direct simulations over long timescales
include giant perturbers may be able to show this process in
tion. We report on one such simulation in Section 3.2. Anot
possibility is that large planetesimals scattered by Jupiter
each other) could clear out smaller bodies in this region (P
et al.1998). Numerical simulations may provide further insig
into this possibility.

What is the role of orbital migration? Recent discoveries
(e.g., Marcyet al.1998 and references therein) of giant planet
surprisingly small orbits around nearby stars have stimulate
interest in orbital migration (Linet al.1996) that may arise from
gravitational torques (Goldreich and Tremaine 1980), excita
of spiral density waves in the gaseous disk (Ward 1986, 1997

preferential scattering of planetesimals (Malhotra 1993, Mur
ON ET AL.
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et al.1998). Jupiter could also drive a one-armed spiral den
wave in the planetesimal disk of wavelength∼0.5 AU (for nom-
inal disk parameters) at the g5 secular resonance near 2 AU
ating a spiral wave pattern that rotates on a timescale of∼105 yr
(Ward and Hahn 1998). These waves and their relative imp
tance in the heating and long-term stability of the planetesi
disk can be examined with direct simulations. This is one m
example of the ability of direct simulations to bypass examin
such issues in isolation and instead observe their rich interp
We report on a preliminary investigation of orbital migration
Section 3.4.

1.2. Previous Work on Planetesimal Problems

Terrestrial planet formation is divided into four loosely d
fined stages (see Lissauer (1993) for a review):

Initial stage.Condensation and growth of grains in the h
nebular disk together with gradual settling to the midplane. Gr
itational instability among the grains is resisted owing to co
tinuous stirring by convective and turbulent motions.

Early stage.Growth of grains to kilometer-sized planetes
mals via pairwise accretion in the turbulent disk. Planetesim
initially have low eccentricities (e) and inclinations (i ) due to
gas drag.

Middle stage.Agglomeration of planetesimals by focuse
merging. Possible runaway accretion and subsequent en
equipartition (dynamical friction) may lead to polarization
the mass distribution: a few large bodies with lowe andi in a
swarm of smaller planetesimals with highe andi .

Late stage.Once runaway accretion has terminated due
lack of slow-moving material, protoplanets gradually evolve in
crossing orbits as a result of cumulative gravitational pertur
tions. This leads to radial mixing and giant impacts until only
few survivors remain, over timescales of∼108 yr.

At the moment, we cannot unambiguously order the domin
physical mechanisms in the Initial and Early stages. Hence
are far from being able to embark on a definitive program
simulation in this area. These states will likely be best mo
eled with the microphysics of electrostatic interaction and
drag parameterized below the grid used to follow the fluid m
tions.

Three approaches have been taken toward modeling the
dle to Late stages of planet formation: analytical, statistical,
direct simulation. Safronov (1969) pioneered this with “partic
in-a-box” methods that use kinetic theory with collision a
scattering operators to evolve the RMS planetesimal veloc
(see also Greenberget al. 1978; Stewart and Wetherill 1988
Wetherill and Stewart 1989, 1993; Palmeret al. 1993). Monte
Carlo techniques for the Late stage test for (rare) close enc
ters between planetesimals and alter their mean motions u
a two-body gravitational scattering formula (Wetherill 1990
rayStatistical techniques often ignore interactions outside the Hill
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TABLE I
Highlights of Advances in Direct Simulations of the Formation of the Inner Planets

Paper N t (yr) D 1a (AU) Collisions Giants?

Lecar and Aarseth (1986) 200 6× 104 2 0.5− 1.5 a no
Beaugé and Aarseth (1990) 200 6× 105 2 0.6− 1.6 abcf no
Ida and Makino (1992a,b, 1993) 800 5000 3 0.3 — no
Aarsethet al. (1993) 400 1.2× 104 3 0.04 ab no
Kokubo and Ida (1995, 1996, 1998) 5000 2× 104 3 0.4 a no
Chambers and Wetherill (1998) 100 108 3 0.5− 2.0 a yes
Richardsonet al. (1998b) 105 1000 3 1.2− 3.6 a yes
Model B (Section 3.2) 106 1000 3 0.8− 3.8 a yes
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sphere,1 so potentially important long-term perturbations a
lost (Wisdom 1980, Duncanet al. 1989). Examining the co
agulation equation, Wetherill and Stewart (1989) proposed
runaway growth results from dynamical friction. By contra
Lissauer (1987) asserted that runaway growth ceases whe
feeding zone is depleted of slow-moving bodies within a f
Hill radii. The protoplanet feeding zones may be replenis
by radial migration caused by gas drag on fragmented part
(Wetherill and Stewart 1993), spiral density waves in the gase
disk (Ward 1986, 1997), or long range perturbative forces
tween protoplanets (Chamberset al.1996).

Table I shows the slow evolution of particle number and
tegration times over the past 12 years for direct simulati
(in which all particles contribute to the gravitational pote
tial). Also listed are the parameters from our biggest run
far (cf. Section 3.2). In the table,N is the maximum number o
planetesimals used in the simulation,t is the longest integration
time,D is the number of spatial dimensions, and1a is either the
width of the simulation region at 1 AU or the actual range in
bital distance. If collisions are included in the simulations, det
are noted by a= agglomeration; b= bouncing; c= cratering;
f= fragmentation. The final column shows whether pertur
tions from one or more giant planets are included.

The first direct simulations followed 200 lunar-sized bod
during the Late stage of planet formation in the inner Solar S
tem for an integration time of 104.8 yr (Lecar and Aarseth 1986
Even with just 200 particles, binning techniques were emplo
to limit the number used to determine gravitational perturbati
until the total number of particles became sufficiently sm
Later work by Beaug´e and Aarseth (1990) added a more realis
collision model from Greenberget al.(1978). The collective in-
teractions between all planetesimals were finally included a
six years ago. Ida and Makino (1992a) verified the Rayleigh fo
of the e and i distributions used in particle-in-a-box metho
while Ida and Makino (1992b) demonstrated dynamical frict
netesimals of different size. Aarsethet al. (1993)

ere defines the protoplanet’s radius of gravitational influen
to the protoplanet’s Roche radius in the Sun’s external field;
resent-day planets are given by 10−2a(MP/M⊕)1/3 AU, where
t’s mass anda is the semimajor axis of the orbit.
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confirmed that dynamical friction leads to energy equipartiti
and runaway growth on timescales of 105 yr at 1 AU by model-
ing a “patch” of the planetesimal disk as a shearing sheet.
and Makino (1993) demonstrated that runaway growth is slow
when the planetesimals are heated by an embedded protop
More recently, Kokubo and Ida (1996, 1998) used the Herm
integrator (Makino and Aarseth 1992) on the special-purp
computer HARP-2 to simulate up to 5000 planetesimals w
embedded protoplanets in a narrow ring centered at 1 AU. T
found that following a rapid runaway growth stage, the larg
protoplanets slow their growth rate and they all grow oligarc
cally, keeping their orbital separations typically within 10 H
radii (note our present terrestrial planets are 50–100 Hill ra
apart). Tanaka and Ida (1997) have investigated gas drag
found it effective at trapping small planetesimals in the fee
ing zone. Finally, Chambers and Wetherill (1996, 1998) us
the mixed-variable symplectic (MVS) integrator of Levison a
Duncan (1994) to simulate the Late stage with only a few h
dred protoplanets, but integrating for 108 yr and including the
giant planets. They found the evolution in each of their sim
lations to be highly stochastic and noticeably dependent on
perturbations from the giant planets.

Analytical and statistical methods provide an important ben
mark for the believability of numerical results, but numeric
simulation allows us to replace assumptions regarding plane
imal interactions with the exact laws of Newtonian mechani
Conversely, numerical results can be used to test the app
bility of these indirect methods and guide their improvement
tools to be used to answer specific questions in a timely man
Some modelscombinedirect and statistical methods, such
the work by Jewell and Alexander (1996) where the protopl
ets are followed with a direct method and the field planetesim
are treated statistically. This may allow direct methods to expl
even earlier stages of planet growth.

Since our primary goal is to understand the final state of
Solar System, why not ignore the earlier stages and just si
late the Late stage? While Chambers and Wetherill (1998) h
shown that this stage can be simulated directly, the initial c
ditions are a product of the highly nonlinear evolution in t
Middle stage. If we do not understand where to lay down

few hundred bodies of lunar size, then we do not know what
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to make of the final state. However, with our code, we can c
ate initial conditions for the Middle stage that are realistic a
characterized by global parameters such as the surface de
distribution and the properties of the giant planets. With eno
particles, we become relatively insensitive to the initial dis
bution of inclinations, eccentricities, and planetesimal mas
These should evolve quickly to representative states where
can follow the nonlinear dynamics of planetary buildup and d
cleansing. We hope that the system evolves through a ge
intermediate state that can be statistically sampled, but w
not know what those generic states are nor even if it requires6

or 103 particles to capture them. With our algorithmic advanc
we hope ultimately to follow the entire Middle and Late stag
with direct simulations.

2. METHODS

The simulations described here were performed using a m
ified version of a cosmologicalN-body code,pkdgrav (Stadel
and Quinn, in preparation; data structures described in Ande
1993, 1996). This is a scalable, parallel tree code designe
ease of portability and extensibility. Load balancing among p
cessors is achieved through domain decomposition: each pro
sor works on particles within a subvolume. These subvolum
are adjusted each timestep according to the amount of work d
in the previous force evaluation.

2.1. Choice of Integrator

The equations of motion in our simulations are integra
using a leapfrog integrator. Leapfrog has several advantages
other methods:

1. For second-order accuracy, only one force evaluation
one copy of the physical state of the system are required.
is particularly beneficial forN-body simulations where the cos
of a force evaluation is very expensive.

2. The force field in anN-body simulation is not very smooth
so higher order does not necessarily mean higher accuracy

3. For fixed timesteps, it is a symplectic integrator; i.e., it p
serves properties specific to Hamiltonian systems. In the abs
of collisions, a planetesimal system is Hamiltonian, and the
fore should benefit from the use of an integrator that conse
phase space volume and has no spurious dissipation.

The symplectic nature of leapfrog is easily proven using
operator splitting technique (see Saha and Tremaine 1992 fo
tails; also Yoshida 1990 and Widsom and Holman 1991). In
formalism, the action of the kinetic energy part of the Hamilto
ian is described by adrift step—the velocities remain fixed an
the positions are drifted forward—while the action of the pote
tial energy is described by akick step—the positions are hel
constant and the velocities are kicked according to the acc
ation.

Using this terminology, we can describe two variants

leapfrog: (1)drift half a timestep,kicka full timestep,drift half a
ON ET AL.
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timestep (“DKD”) or (2)kickhalf a timestep,drift a full timestep,
kick half a timestep (“KDK”). These variants are equivalent
terms of accuracy, but the latter is more efficient within a mu
stepping code, and we use it in the simulations described be

Note that use of the tree code does not introduce spur
dissipation even though the forces are only approximate. Th
because the forces are strictly a function of position, guaran
ing Hamiltonian separability.

2.2. Spatial and Temporal Adaptivity

The hierarchical structure of a tree code allows us to foll
extremely large dynamic ranges in densities at modest additi
cost per force evaluation (e.g., Barnes and Hut 1986, Richar
1993). However, large ranges in densities also imply a la
range in timescales (∝ 1/

√
density). Therefore, implementing

scheme such that the force on a given particle is evaluated
frequency corresponding to its dynamical time can reduce
computational cost significantly.

In pkdgrav , particle timesteps can be chosen to be a pow
of-two subdivision (called a “rung”) of the basic timestep. Th
scheme ensures that the particles are synchronized at the
of the basic timestep (see Quinnet al. 2000 for details). It is
important to note that in general a variable timestep scheme
destroy the symplectic nature of the integrator. Artificial dis
pation can be reduced in variable timestep integrators (cf. Hut
et al.1995, Quinnet al.2000), but this was not done for the on
model we present that used variable timesteps (Model C). Th
justified because of the short timescale of the simulation; lon
integrations will require this issue to be addressed. We note
there was no evidence of orbital decay among planetesima
Model C, which would be the telltale sign of artificial dissipatio

In a planetesimal simulation, a logical choice for a times
criterion is

1t = η
√

r

F , (1)

whereF is the acceleration of the particle,r is the distance,
either to the Sun or to the particle that contributes the larg
acceleration, andη is a dimensionless constant. This criteri
has the desirable property that in the absence of interplan
imal interactions, the planetesimals will have a fixed num
of timesteps per orbital period (n= 2π/η). Other criteria have
this property, but they also have drawbacks. For example, a
terion with1t ∝ r/v, wherev is the particle’s velocity, is no
Galilean invariant. A criterion of1t ∝F/Ḟ , would be suitable,
but calculatingḞ proved to be computationally expensive.

2.3. Collision Detection and Resolution

Collisions are predicted at the beginning of eachdrift step
by keeping the particle velocities fixed and extrapolating
particle positions. Since this is a linear transformation, the t
to surface contact between a pair of approaching particles

for which r · v< 0, wherer andv are the relative position and
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N-BODY SIMULATIONS OF

velocity) is given by

tcoll = − (r · v)

v2

{
1±

√
1−

[
r 2− (R1+ R2)2

(r · v)2

]
v2

}
, (2)

whereR1 andR2 are the physical radii of the two particles. Th
sign ambiguity is resolved by choosing the smallest posi
value of tcoll. For any given particle,Ns nearest neighbors ar
considered (typically 8∼< Ns∼< 32). The neighbors are found i
orderNs log N time using a balancedk-d tree, which is slightly
different than the tree used by the gravity solver. The neigh
search algorithm is described in Bentley and Friedman (19
If a value of tcoll is found that is less than the size of thedrift
step, then a collision must be performed. If more than one
of particles satisfies this condition, the pair with the smallesttcoll

value is processed first.
To determine the collision outcome, the relative speed is c

pared to the mutual escape speed

vesc=
√

2GM

R1+ R2
, (3)

whereM ≡m1+m2 is the sum of the particle masses andG
is the gravitational constant. If the relative speed is less t
the mutual escape speed, the particles are merged to fo
new (spherical) object with the same bulk density. Otherw
the particles are allowed to bounce, with some energy diss
tion parameterized by coefficients of restitutionεn and surface
friction εt (Richardson 1994, 1995). At higher impact energi
cratering and fragmentation would be expected to take pl
we do not model these effects currently but plan to add them
the future (Section 4.1). However, merged particles are che
to ensure that their post-collision angular speeds do not ex
the classical breakup limit

ωmax=
√

GM

R3
, (4)

whereR is the radius of the newly merged body. Otherwise
particles involved are forced to bounce off rather than me
This prevents unrealistic mergers resulting from grazing co
sions.

Once the collision outcome has been determined and
velocities have been calculated (either for the two rebound
particles or for the single merged body), the post-collision p
ticles are traced back to the start of thedrift step so that they
can be included in any remaining collision checks. This ens
that all collisions are detected and treated in the correct o
even if particles are involved in more than one collision dur
thedrift step.

2.4. Initial Conditions and Analysis

In order to keep the main code as general as possible, g

ation of initial conditions and analysis of output are perform
PLANETESIMAL DYNAMICS 49
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using auxiliary programs. Parameters for the initial conditio
generator include the number, total mass, and bulk densit
the planetesimals, the inner and outer orbital boundaries,
exponent of the surface density power law distribution, the
centricity and inclination distribution functions (either Rayleig
or Gaussian), the size, location, and gap width of any seed m
and the number of giant planets to include. An iterative meth
is used to ensure that particles’ Hill spheres do not over
initially. Parameters used in the integration code itself inclu
the timestep interval (includingη and the number of rungs i
multistepping), the opening angle criterion for the tree (ty
cally between 0.5 and 0.8 rad), and the values ofNs, εn, andεt

(Section 2.3).
Analysis of our simulation output is completely automat

and includes plots of the time evolution of all key indicato
such as the number of particles, maximum and average plan
imal masses, and velocity dispersion, and snapshots at arbi
times of the following: the surface mass distribution; histogra
of e, i , and mass;e, i , and particle spins as a function of sem
major axis and particle mass; and various diagnostic quant
such as energy drift and evaluation times. Our analysis c
also includes methods of tracking merger histories and anim
ing time-varying quantities. In addition, the data visualizati
packagetipsy 2 that was developed for cosmological simul
tions withpkdgrav can be used to explore the large data se

3. RESULTS

Although our code is still under development, we can alrea
begin to address some of the fundamental issues outline
Section 1.1. Below we present a series of experiments desig
both to test and to demonstrate our code and to determine w
needs to be improved. Each experiment is briefly introduc
then the results are presented and discussed. Note that fo
simulations presented here, there were no boundary condit
on the simulation regions—particles were free to move where
they liked.

3.1. Model A: Oligarchic Growth

Kokubo and Ida (1998) presented some of the highest
olution direct N-body simulations of planetesimal dynamic
published to date. As a test of our code, we attempted to
produce their “model (ii)” results which demonstrate oligarch
growth among protoplanets. We used identical starting con
tions, namely 4000 equal-mass bodies (mass 3.0× 1023 g, bulk
density 2 g cm−3) distributed uniformly in a thin annulus o
width 1a= 0.085 AU centered on 1 AU. In addition, the ini
tial eccentricities and inclinations were taken from a Rayle
distribution with〈e2〉1/2= 2〈i 2〉1/2= 4h/a, whereh is the mu-
tual Hill radius, the particle radii were artificially enhanced b
a factor of f = 6, and all collisions resulted in mergers (pe
ed2 http://www-hpcc.astro.washington.edu/tools/TIPSY/.
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FIG. 1. Three snapshots of semimajor axisa vs eccentricitye for Model
A. Circle sizes are proportional to physical radius. In the final frame, the
largest masses are indicated by filled circles with 5h errorbars, whereh is
the mutual Hill radius. The numbers of planetesimals are 2062 (t = 5000 yr),
1582 (t = 10,000 yr), and 1153 (t = 20,000 yr).

approaches ought to be the method of integration (they us
fourth-order Hermite scheme on special-purpose hardware)
the choice of timestep (they used individual and hierarch
timesteps whereas we chose fixed steps of 0.0025 yr after s
experimentation).

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the planetesimal
centricity as a function of semimajor axis we obtained for t
system (compare with Fig. 4 of Kokubo and Ida 1998). In
bottom frame of the plot, the six largest masses are filled
and their 5h zones are indicated with errorbars. The results
in good agreement with Kokubo and Ida (1998), showing
idence for oligarchic growth of a few protoplanets separa
by roughly 5–10 Hill radii. Note the protoplanet in our simul
tion with e∼ 0.1 will likely be consumed in short order by th
nearby most massive protoplanet. The growth of the maxim
and mean mass in the system is plotted in Fig. 2. The contin
divergence of the maximum mass from the mean indicates
the largest protoplanets are still in the runaway growth ph
with respect to the smallest planetesimals. The simulation
quired 15 wallclock days on a single 433-MHz DEC Alpha P
to complete. Note that this calculation did not take advantag
the parallel processing capability of our code.

3.2. Model B: Planetesimal Disk
In order to challenge our code with a fully parallel problem
we elected to expand the previous model to cover a much lar

mals,
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region of the protoplanetary disk. For this test we generatedN=
106 identical 2 g cm−3 planetesimals in a cold6(a)∝a−3/2

disk of total mass 4.7M⊕ that extended from 0.8 to 3.8 AU. Th
present-day outer planets were included in the calculation in
der to gauge their effect on planetesimal accumulation. Sinc
disk started perfectly flat, the mutual inclination of the plan
provided a vertical component of acceleration for the plane
imals. No radius scaling was used in this simulation. The
took approximately 200 wallclock hours to complete 1000
of integration using a 300-MHz Cray T3E with 128 dedica
processors. Timesteps were fixed at 0.01 yr.

Figure 3 shows the evolution in mass density (Figs. 3a–
anda–e/a–i distribution (Figs. 3d–3f) of this system. The effe
of Jupiter on the disk, which extends well into the present-
asteroid belt, can be clearly seen in the density plots: a large
sity gap opens up at the 2:1 resonance (3.2 AU) and a na
groove becomes visible at the 3:1 (2.5 AU). Strong transient
ral wave patterns and other telltale features also develop e
on before dissolving away. There are corresponding feat
in thea–e plot which show how Jupiter stirs up planetesim
at the mean-motion resonances. Note that conservation o
Jacobi integral accounts for the bending of thee peaks toward
smallera. Effects from the other outer planets are too we
to be seen yet. Meanwhile, planetesimal growth has proce
uninterrupted in the inner region of the disk (under the assu
tion of perfect accretion). However, due to the realistic part
sizes the largest planetesimal at the end of the run is only
times its starting mass. As far as we are aware, this is the la

FIG. 2. Evolution of the maximum massmmax (solid line) and mean mas
〈m〉 (dashed line) for Model A. At the end of the simulation,mmax/〈m〉∼90 and
the maximum mass is diverging, indicating runaway growth. The other pr
planets are growing at a similar rate with respect to the smaller planetesi

gergiving rise to oligarchic growth.
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FIG. 3. Sequence showing the evolution of the mass density anda–e/a–i distribution for Model B. Frames (a) and (d) show the initial condition; (b) and (
show the state after 100 yr; and (c) and (f) show the state after 890 yr, toward the end of the run. In frames (a) through (c), bright colors indicate regions of high
density. The tiny green dot outside the disk marks the location of Jupiter. The sharp inner ring in frames (b) and (c) is the 3:1 resonance; the larger crescent-shape
gaps aligned with Jupiter are at the 2:1 resonance. Note the shred of material at the outer edge of the disk in the last frame; this material is at the distance of the 3:2
resonance (at 3.97 AU), even though the disk originally extended only to 3.8 AU. In frames (e) and (f), circle size is proportional to particle radius (as in Fig. 1).
The particles are also color-coded by size, with the smallest red circles indicating pristine material, larger green circles indicating bodies thathave undergone one
collision, blue circles two collisions, and so on (the color sequence repeats at larger masses). The growth of the major mean-motion resonances is clearly seen in
frames (e) and (f). The bending of thee peaks to smallera is a consequence of conservation of the Jacobi integral. Note the cloud of green particles to the
the 2:1 resonance in the final frame: these particles were presumably ejected from the resonance after undergoing a merger. The material at the outege with
moderate eccentricity corresponds to the shred in frame (c). The largest masses are concentrated at lowe andi toward the inner portion of the disk.
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FIG. 4. Three plots showing the histogram ofa values (top), the velocity
dispersionσ as a function ofa (middle), and the surface density as a function
a (bottom) near the end of the Model B run. The Jupiter mean-motion resona
are indicated with dotted vertical lines and can be seen to correspond with
features in the plots in most cases. The dashed vertical lines delineate the
starting region. In the bottom plot, the initial surface density distribution
indicated by a solid curve.

simulation of a self-gravitating planetesimal disk that has e
been attempted.

More indications of the effect of the Jupiter resonances can
seen in Fig. 4, which shows a histogram of planetesimal se
major axis along with the velocity dispersion and surface den
across the disk. The resonances are indicated with dotted v
cal lines. Most of the plots show telltale features at all but
weak fourth-order resonances. Note the double peak at the
resonance, which may indicate the presence of a quasi-s
libration zone, and the sharpness of the 3:1 resonance. Ge
ally particles near the mean-motion resonances are displac
smallera due to conservation of the Jacobi integral as the ecc
tricities are pumped, causing a dip to the right of the resona
line and a peak to the left. We do not see any evidence of
g5 secular resonance mentioned in Section 1.1, but it is still
soon to expect any strong features.

Figure 5 shows the number of mergers as a function oa.
Initially the merger rate was very large due to the cold sta
there were∼60,000 mergers in the first 50 yr, and only∼15,000

in the remaining 950 yr. This may explain why there is littl
ON ET AL.
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evidence in Fig. 5 of any sharp changes to the merger ra
near the Jupiter resonances, since the scattering took a whi
develop (Fig. 3). Hence we cannot determine from the basis
our simulation so far whether the presence of the resonan
impedes or enhances planetesimal growth.

3.3. Model C: Galilean Satellites

Given the long timescales involved in the planetesimal di
simulation, we decided to investigate a system with a more fav
able evolution time. Such a system can be found by maximiz
the timescale ratio

√
a3ρ/Mc, wherea is the orbital distance

from a central massMc andρ is the local mass density. For the
solid component of the solar nebula at 1 AU in the minimu
mass model, this ratio is∼2× 10−3, assuming the disk height
varies as∼0.1a. For Jupiter’s protosatellite disk we estimate th
timescale ratio to be∼8× 10−3, assuming the disk extends ove
the region presently occupied by the jovian moons (0.0028
0.013 AU). Simulations of the formation of the Earth’s moo
fare even better, with a timescale ratio of∼3× 10−1 (Ida et al.
1997), though this is largely due to the assumption the Mo
formed just outside the tidal radius and subsequently migra
outward. Of course, for the jovian moon system, we are assu
ing gas accretion onto the planet has ceased and will not inter
with the accumulation of the satellites in a significant way. F
these tests this simplification is justified.

We ran two test cases: Model C1 had a surface density d
tribution law 6(a)∝a−3/2; C2 had6(a)∝a−1. The former
distribution is consistent with smearing out the mass of t
present jovian moons in the same manner as is convention

FIG. 5. Histogram of the number of mergers as a function ofa for Model B.
The dotted curve is a power-law fit to the distribution with exponent−1.5. There

eis little evidence of local changes to the merger rate near the Jupiter resonances.
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N-BODY SIMULATIONS OF

done for the Solar System. The latter distribution was c
sen for comparison following recent work by Pollacket al.
(1996) and Chambers and Wetherill (1998). The only other
ference between the models was that C1 hadN= 25,000 ini-
tially, whereas C2 hadN= 10,000, as it was run on a slow
platform. The total mass in both cases was 0.065M⊕, or roughly
twice the mass of the present Galilean satellites. The sta
disk extended from 0.002 to 0.015 AU (note the Roche limit
1 g cm−3 particles is 0.0013 AU, comfortably inside the inn
edge of the adopted disk) and particles were assigned fairly
Rayleigh distributed eccentricities and inclinations accordin
〈e2〉1/2= 2〈i 2〉1/2= 0.2h/a. The bulk density of the planetes
mals was set to 1 g cm−3 to reflect their likely more icy and
porous composition. Both models made use of the multis
ping facility of the code, with a basic maximum step of 0
time units (about 14 h, or one-third of an Io year), eight times
rungs, andη= 0.02π (100 steps per orbit in the absence of int
planetesimal perturbations). Throughout the calculation, ge
ally 85% of the particles occupied the middle rungs while
remaining 15% occupied the highest rungs, i.e., those with
shortest timesteps. Collision outcomes were governed by
rules outlined in Section 2.3 (i.e., both merging and bounc
were included), withεn= 0.8 (mostly elastic, for illustrative pur
poses) andεt = 1.0 (no surface friction).

Figures 6 and 7 show thea–e/a–i distribution and mass his
togram, respectively, of Model C1 at the end of the simula
(after 104 maximum steps, i.e., about 16 yr or∼3000 Io orbits).

FIG. 6. Distribution ofe andi as a function ofa at the end of Model C1
Only the largest 2000 particles are shown, to avoid overcrowding the figur
usual, circle size is proportional to particle radius. The five largest masse
drawn as filled circles, with 5h errorbars. The curved dashed lines are line
constant periapse and apoapse for the largest mass, indicating the likely tra

of scattered planetesimals. The horizontal dashed lines indicate mean valu
LANETESIMAL DYNAMICS 53
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FIG. 7. Mass histogram for Model C1. The power-law slope (form∼<
15m0) has exponent−2.7.

Just over 13,000 particles remain at this point (52%), with t
bulk of the material located outside 0.005 AU. The largest m
is nearly 1000 times its starting value and there are more t
a dozen particles larger than 100 times the starting mass.
slope of then vs m power law is−2.7, comparable to values
found in similar studies (e.g., Kokubo and Ida 1996). There
no evidence of oligarchic growth yet; the evolution is still at th
runaway stage in the inner region. The largest mass has a
period of 8.7 h and an obliquity of 91◦; i.e., the embryo is lying
on its side.

Corresponding plots for Model C2 are shown in Figs. 8 and
This run was also terminated after 104 maximum steps, at which
time there were just over 5900 particles remaining (59%). In t
case the largest masses are only about 100 times their sta
value, and it appears the system is beginning to enter a perio
oligarchic growth, with the 5 largest bodies separated by m
than 5 mutual Hill radii (though note the presence of somew
smaller but still substantial embryos in the vicinity). The slope
then vs m power law is−2.9, indicating more mass in smalle
bodies. This probably reflects the fact that the shallowera−1

surface density distribution gives rise to a slower accretion r
in the inner regions. The largest mass in this case has a
period of 5.6 h and an obliquity of 75◦.

Neither model shows clear evidence of the developmen
anything resembling the present-day Galilean satellite syst
At face value the simulations seem to suggest that the larg
body in the system ought to be Io (which is in fact the thi
largest of the four jovian moons), this despite the criteria i
posed for bouncing (rather than merging) which prevent
higher-velocity-dispersion particles in the inner regions fro

es.merging straight away. However, the systems clearly are still in
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FIG. 8. Same as described in the legend to Fig. 6 but for Model C2, w
had a shallower initial surface density distribution and fewer particles.

the initial growth stage; the bulk of the mass is located in
exterior regions where the accretion time is slowest. Moreo
compared with the Moon formation experiments of Idaet al.
(1997), we expect the final development of the moons to ta
least 5× 104 dynamical times, a factor of 10 more than achie
so far. Model C1 required approximately 10 wallclock days
a four-processor 180-MHz SGI Origin 200; Model C2 nee

<
FIG. 9. Mass histogram for Model C2. The power-law slope (form∼
10m0) has exponent−2.9.
ON ET AL.
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8.5 wallclock days on a slower four-processor 200-MHz In
Pentium Pro. Hence to get to the point of final accumulation
a practical amount of time, either a more powerful platform o
better optimized integration scheme (cf.Section 4.1) is required

3.4. Model D: Orbital Migration

One type of orbital migration that may be amenable to dir
simulation arises from planetestimal scattering (Malhotra 19
Murrayet al.1998). In this scenario, planetesimals lose angu
momentum through resonant interactions with a planet emb
ded in the disk. The eccentricities of the perturbed planetesim
increase until they either collide with the planet or are eject
thereby removing energy from the planet’s orbit and causing
planet to migrate inward. Outward migration is possible if a s
nificant fraction of the perturbed planetesimals collide with t
central star (or, in the case of multiple planets, if planetesim
are passed inward from planet to planet until an ejection occ
cf.Malhotra 1993). Due to the large number of particles requi
to simulate this process and the long timescales involved,
problem has been out of reach of direct methods. Although
cannot yet treat the timescale issue, we are nonetheless at a
where we can begin to study the dynamical effects of a pla
embedded in a disk in a self-consistent fashion at high resolut

We ran two models to investigate orbital migration. The mo
els differed only in the total mass of the disk and the compu
tional platform used to run the models. In the first model, D1,
total disk mass was set to 1000M⊕, or about three times the mas
of the embedded Jupiter-size planet. Such a large disk mass
chosen to ensure that the local surface density would excee
minimum value required for significant migration (Murrayet al.
1998). In model D2, the disk mass was 2000M⊕. In both models
the disk extended from 0.5 to 3.5 AU with the usuala−3/2 law,
and the seed mass was located at 2.0 AU. A gap of half-w
0.42 AU was left empty around the seed, corresponding to
“chaotic zone” of the planet (Wisdom 1980). The planet initia
had zero eccentricity and inclination while the planetsimals h
the same initial dispersions as for Model C. Planetesimals w
allowed to merge on contact, but not bounce (the bulk den
of the planetesimals was 2 g cm−3). The timesteps were fixed a
0.01 yr. Both models began withN= 105 planetesimals.

Model D1 completed 13,600 steps in 10 days on a cluste
four 433-MHz DEC Alpha PCs connected with a fast ether
switch. Model D2 required just five days to complete 12,6
steps on a cluster of 14 300-MHz Intel Pentium IIs, also wir
together with a fast ethernet switch. However, both runs exh
ited periodic sharp rises in CPU usage per step until it was
longer practical to keep the simulations running. We believe
was caused by the excessive computational demands of k
ing escaping particles inside the tree structure. At the end
Model D1, 245 particles hade> 1 with respect to the Sun an
the largest value ofa was 1700 AU. For Model D2, 330 particle
hade> 1 and the largest value ofa was 4200 AU. One parti-
cle in each run made it out as far as 10,000 AU. This indica

that particles on escape trajectories should simply be removed
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FIG. 10. Sequence showing the evolution of Model D2. Bright regions correspond to high density. (a) is the initial condition, (b) is after 10 yr and sh

strong transients as the disk reacts to the seed; (c) is the final state, after 126 yr. The large dot at the center is the Sun and the large dot in the gap is theseed. Note
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the particles in the immediate vicinity of the seed and the Sun: they will lik

from the simulation in future runs. In both runs only one co
sion with the Sun was recorded. There were 71 collisions w
Jupiter in Model D1, and 78 in Model D2. In both cases ab
10% of the particles had merged with each other by the
of the simulation, and the largest mass was 12 times the in
value.

Figures 10–13 show results from Model D2. The plots
Model D1 do not differ significantly from D2 so they are n
shown here. Figure 10 is an evolutionary sequence show
the initial development of spiral density waves in the disk d

FIG. 11. Histogram ofa for Model D2. The large gap in the center corr

sponds to the chaos zone of the seed particle and was initially void of plane
imals.
ly be ejected from the system.
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to perturbations from the seed, and the final quasi-equilibr
configuration with density spikes and troughs near the low-o
mean motion resonances. Figure 11 is a histogram of plan
imal semimajor axes in the vicinity of the starting disk. T
lowest order resonances are indicated with dotted vertical li
With the exception of the 3:2 and 2:3 resonances, which ar
the edge of the initial gap, each resonance corresponds to a
feature in the histogram (cf.Section 3.2). Similar features can b
seen in Fig. 12, which plots the local surface density in the d
The smooth curve shows the form of the initial power-law d
tribution for comparison. The outer resonances are not as e
tes-FIG. 12. 6(a) for Model D2. The smooth curve is the original power-law
distribution.
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FIG. 13. Plots of thea (top), e (middle), andi (bottom) evolution of the
seed mass in Model D2. The sampling interval was increased from 0.1 to
around 85 yr. It is too early to determine whether there is a clear secular
in any of the elements.

seen in this plot, due to the relatively low surface density in
outer regions.

Finally, Fig. 13 shows thea, e, and i evolution of the seed
mass (note that the sampling rate was reduced after 85
Initially the seed moves inward but after 50 yr it moves o
reaching nearly 2.006 AU at the end of the simulation. T
total excursion was about 0.01 AU. However, the evolution
quite stochastic, as evidenced by the large 0.004 AU excur
between 70 and 90 yr, so it would be premature to deduc
secular trend from the data. Evidently a longer integration t
is needed to resolve this ambiguity. This is not surprising gi
that a crude linear extrapolation to timet = 0 of the data pre-
sented in Murrayet al. (1998) shows a migration rate of onl
10−7a AU yr−1 even for their best case. Similarly, it is too ear
to tell whether there is an increasing trend in the seed eccen
ity as would be expected for the chosen mass-to-disk ratio
rapid oscillation seen in the plot is the 2.8-yr period correspo
ing to the seed’s mean orbit). Even with the expected gains f
the Kepler drift method (Section 4.1) this problem may rem
out of reach for direct simulation. However, smaller problems
study limiting or transient behavior in strongly perturbed dis
are now feasible with our code.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a new direct numerical method for sim
lating planetestimal dynamics. We have shown that the cod
capable of handling data sets as large asN∼ 106 for hundreds
of dynamical times. Simple experiments with the code confi

the oligarchic growth mode of planetestimals in the terrest
ON ET AL.
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region, illustrate the effect of jovian resonances on the in
planet disk, reveal possible runaway and oligarchic growth
the jovian moon system, and demonstrate torquing by a
on an embedded planet. The next major step is to increas
timescale by several orders of magnitude to extend invest
tions from initial transient regimes to regimes of longer te
perturbations. Preliminary work toward this goal is described
the following section.

4.1. Future Work

In order to increase the timescale capabilities of our code
need to take advantage of the fact that planetesimals spend
of their time only weakly interacting with each other. Away fro
interactions, the planetestimals can be moved along near-Ke
ellipses modified by the perturbative force of all the other pl
etesimals. Hence we can divide the Hamiltonian into a Kep
component implemented using Gauss’f andg functions, and
a perturbation component owing to the force contributions
all the other particles. In this domain, timesteps can be of
der the dynamical (i.e., orbital) time, resulting in computatio
speedups of∼10–100. For strongly interacting particles (defin
as particles with overlapping Hill spheres), the Hamiltonian c
be factored into the standard kinetic and potential energy com
nents, with the central force of the Sun as an external potentia
this domain, the timesteps are short enough that collision de
tion can approximate the trajectories as small linear segme
as outlined in Section 2.3.

The challenge is to predict when particles change between
regimes of weak and strong interaction. One approach that w
considering is to construct a new binary tree ordered by per
lion qi and aphelionQi . Those particles withQi + hi >q0− h0

andqi − hi < Q0+ h0, whereh is the mutual Hill radius and
subscript 0 denotes the reference particle, would be flagge
further testing. This screening has a cost ofN log N and would
only be performed once per long Kepler step. Flagged p
of particles with phases that are certain to stay separated
the integration step would be reset. The remaining (few) pa
cles would be tested by solving Kepler’s equation in an ellip
cal cylindrical coordinate system to determine the time of H
sphere overlap. Switching between Hamiltonians is not stri
sympletic, but it occurs infrequently enough for any given p
ticle that it should not be a concern. Dissipative collisions
inherently nonsymplectic anyway. Once particles separate
yond their Hill spheres (or merge), they would be returned
the Kepler drift scheme.

We have already implemented and tested the Kepler d
scheme. Figure 14 shows the power spectra ofa1/2 (the action
conjugate to the mean anomaly) and the Poincar´e variablesh=
esin$, k= ecos$, p= sin(i /2) sinÄ, andq= sin(i /2) cosÄ,
for a 106-yr integration of Jupiter using the Kepler drift code
pkdgrav (solid line) and an MVS integrator based on Sa
and Tremaine (1992; dashed line). Both calculations inclu
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, and used 0.5-yr timesteps
rialoutputs every 10 yr. The test shows an excellent match in all
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FIG. 14. Power spectra of Jupiter’s action conjugate to the mean anom
(a1/2) and Poincar´e variablesh, k, p, andq for a 106-yr integration of the
outer giants. The solid line was generated withpkdgrav using the Kepler drift
method, the dashed line with Saha and Tremaine’s (1992) MVS integrator
lines are nearly coincident in most cases. Timesteps were 0.5 yr with ou
every 10 yr. A Hanning window function was applied to the data. Nega
frequencies were used for theApq plot to bring out the secular resonances (t
line of nodes precesses backward). The major resonance features known
previous work (e.g., Applegateet al.1986) with periods>103 yr include the g6
secular resonance at 46 kyr in theAhk plot, as well as a blend of g5 and g7 a
300–400 kyr and the linear combination 2g6− g5 at 25 kyr, and the s6 secula
resonance at 49 kyr in theApq plot. The “Great Inequality” at 1.3 kyr can als
be seen.

resonance frequencies, indicating that the Kepler drift met
is stable over long timescales. It remains to successfully im
ment the encounter detection algorithm, which is presently
main research focus.

Other areas for future work include implementation of a f
collision model that allows for cratering, mass transfer, and fr
mentation (Greenberget al. 1978, Beaug´e and Aarseth 1990)
The code already supports dynamic creation of particles so
will not involve too much extra work. We currently do not ma
provision for gas drag, since the planetesimals we model
massive enough to decouple from the nebular gas (Lissaue
Stewart 1993, Ohtsukiet al. 1993). However, once fragmenta
tion is implemented, it will be necessary to include gas d
to ensure a self-consistent treatment of planetesimal dyna
at the low-end mass scale. Other improvements for the fu
include optimization of the multistepping code and options
initial particle size distributions.

4.2. Related Applications

Our technique has important applications in areas bey

those already discussed here. For example, local simulat
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of Saturn’s rings (Salo 1992, Richardson 1994) have sho
that transient aggregates and gravitational wakes may form
the dense A and B rings, giving rise to structures on scales
∼100 m. However, these simulations were limited to spat
extents of a few times the instability wavelength, calling the
validity into question. With the necessary components for h
dling collisions properly, our new method could do far bett
on this problem. It would be a timely project as well: exis
ing images of Saturn’s rings are not detailed enough to reso
the wakes and aggregates, but the upcoming Cassini missio
Saturn promises resolutions as good as∼50 m in the outer rings
and perhaps∼150 m in the B ring (L. Dones 1998, persona
communication).

Our code can also be used to follow the tidal disrupti
of “rubble piles” (loose aggregations of material held togeth
solely by self-gravity). The spectacular breakup of Com
Shoemaker–Levy 9 at Jupiter, as well as the existence of cr
chains on the Galilean satellites and our own Moon, strongly s
gest that many if not most kilometer-sized objects in the So
System are rubble piles (Asphaug and Benz 1994, Richard
et al. 1998a). So far, numerical simulations have either be
severely limited in the number of particles in the rubble piles
few hundred), or used questionable approximations to the
lisional dynamics. Our method would eliminate both problem
Note that if small objects in the Solar System are indeed rub
piles, there are implications for planetesimal formation as w
For example, tidal breakup would increase the cross section
fragmentation. As work on our simulations progresses, ther
no doubt that other interesting areas of application will turn
as well.
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